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ABOUT US

Satisfy your wanderlust onboard luxurious yachts while visiting the most 
sought-after destinations.

Have you always dreamed of celebrating a birthday with your friends or 
taking your family on an incredible adventure, with a private yacht charter? At 
Diamantides Yachting, we can help you plan a tailor-made voyage to several 
of the world’s most breathtaking destinations while you lean back and enjoy 
the serene comfort and first-class dining our yachts and crew have to offer.

Diamantides Charter experts will consider your personalized requirements to 
match you with the best-suited yacht, tending to every detail of your trip. We 
offer bespoke and customized yachting experiences to ensure our clients can 
enjoy an unforgettable journey.

Our Global presence ensures that our services go beyond Cyprus. Whether 
you wish to island hop in the Mediterranean or indulge in the luxury of the 
French and Italian Riviera, we can provide you with a wide range of options 
that expand beyond the mentioned yachts to include available yachts all 
around the globe.

Whether you wish to charter a motor yacht or a super yacht, we will create a 
tailor-made itinerary for you in coordination with our experienced Captains.

At Diamantides Yachting, safety is our number one priority. We ensure that the 
highest safety standards are followed on board in order to allow our clients to 
indulge in the feeling of serenity and carefreeness on their travels.

We will design a cost-efficient, luxurious and fully tailor made journey 
together, resulting in the delivery of the best customizable, luxurious, and 
one-of-a-kind charter journey for you! Contact us today so that we can help 
you create the memories of a lifetime.



PRINCESS
30M

The Princess 30M, named Anka, with her distinctive 
turquoise hull color, perfectly illustrates the feeling of luxury. 
With breathtaking finishes, a long expansive saloon with 
stunning neutral interiors and panoramic surround 
windows on each side, to provide extraordinary sea views, 
she is at the cutting edge of sophistication. Off the seating 
area, doors lead onto the deck with a bar and a further 
flybridge with additional seating areas and sun loungers, 
which makes this yacht the perfect choice for a sunny 
destination. Luxuriously catered to ten guests, with three 
remarkable double and two convertible configured cabins 
and with an amazing water toy collection, the Princess 30M 
is suitable for both a relaxing getaway and an 
adventure-filled holiday.

HALF DAY

FULL DAY

OVERNIGHT

WEEKLY

N/A

N/A

N/A

€95,000*

PASSENGERS

HOME PORT

ACCOMMODATION

10

Limassol

3 Double, 2 Twin
(Can convert to double)

*Plus 35% APA. Fuel for day charters in the same city as the home 
port is included in the charter price. For fuel prices in other locations, 

please contact one of our charter experts. 
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The Princess 88, named Allure, provides outstanding 
efficiency and incredibly luxurious style by combining 
exceptional engineering and craftsmanship. With a drop 
down balcony, which unfolds over the sea, it provides one of 
a kind, magnificent sunset views. Her distinctive deep-V hull 
design balances incredible fuel efficiency with spectacular 
performance and agility while meeting the highest industry 
standards. Featuring a spacious saloon with panoramic 
views and a formal dining area, it is the ideal yacht to 
entertain guests, for formal or social occasions. The 
flybridge includes generous seating as well as a dining 
area, large sun pad, wet bar and sociable helm side with 
companion seating, making the yacht the perfect fit for 
twelve guests during the day and eight guests overnight in 
four luxuriously furnished cabins.

HALF DAY

FULL DAY

OVERNIGHT

WEEKLY

€8,500

€9,500

€10,900

€56,000*

PASSENGERS

HOME PORT

ACCOMMODATION

12

Limassol

4 Double

*Plus 35% APA. Fuel for day charters in the same city as the home 
port is included in the charter price. For fuel prices in other locations, 

please contact one of our charter experts. 
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East
Mediterranean

Brimming with traditions while still guaranteeing the extravagance 
you seek, the Eastern Mediterranean is bound to become one of your 
favourite yacht charter destinations.

Discover ancient cities and beautiful landscapes as you take in the 
exuberant Greek lifestyle, which the Greeks have perfected over the 
centuries. Ancient Greece dates back to 700-480BC and has been a 
magnet of civilization for thousands of years, which means you will 
never run out of new things to discover. Walk along picturesque 
whitewashed towns and enjoy a glass of ouzo with the locals who are 
well known for their warm hospitality, or explore the marvellous 
beaches of the Greek isles while island hopping.

Promising more history and culture, an East Mediterranean itinerary 
will allow you to immerse yourself in stunning landscapes, bazaars 
filled with colours and incredible cuisine. Whether you want to enjoy 
the bustling nightlife settled within ancient city walls in Croatia or 
explore the fabulous cuisine in Turkey, you are bound to create 
memories of a lifetime.

With pleasant climate all year round, the East Mediterranean is a 
popular yacht charter destination and here at Diamantides Yachting 
we will make sure to take care of every detail of your itinerary so all 
you have to think about is your next marvellous adventure.



The Fairline 75, named Zarina, is the ideal yacht for 
both day charters and overnight charters. The extravagant 
interior with wooden elements makes it feel warm and 
welcoming, like a home away from home. Whether you 
want to host a corporate event for your employees or 
organize an extravagant birthday party for your dearest 
family member, the Fairline 75 is the perfect choice. With a 
spacious flybridge area where you can enjoy a cocktail 
under the sunshine. If you are looking for culture, 
gastronomic delights, sun, sea and sand, this yacht will help 
you create the memories of a lifetime.

HALF DAY

FULL DAY

OVERNIGHT

WEEKLY

€5,900

€6,300

€7,000

€42,000*

PASSENGERS

HOME PORT

ACCOMMODATION

15

Limassol

2 Double, 1 Twin

*Plus 35% APA. Fuel for day charters in the same city as the home 
port is included in the charter price. For fuel prices in other locations, 

please contact one of our charter experts. 
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FAIRLINE
75



The Azimut 66, named Al Hazara, is a triumph of 
modern design, proven by the award the 66 Flybridge won 
for Most Technologically Advanced Yacht at the 2016 
Cannes Yachting Festival. Everything on the Azimut is 
intensified. Designed with the latest trends in mind, the 
yacht has three separate areas, making it the ideal place to 
enjoy once in a lifetime experiences in total freedom and 
privacy. On the flybridge, an open-air, teak-lined space, 
large enough for a pair of sun-loungers, provides guests 
with the ideal tanning spot. You will also find a U-shaped 
dining sofa and a table, a cocoon-style sunpad lounge to 
port and a pair of helm seats at the upper control station. 
Luxuriously catered to twelve guests and sleeping eight, the 
cabins boast large windows to provide the most scenic and 
panoramic views. The main deck offers even more outdoor 
space, with a sheltered aft deck decorated with a 
dining-style transom sofa and steps down to a full-beam, 
hydraulic swimming platform. With high quality materials, 
technology as well as design, guests are bound to feel total 
relaxation and safety during their experience at sea on this 
unique yacht.

HALF DAY

FULL DAY

OVERNIGHT

WEEKLY

€4,900

€5,350

€6,300

€37,800*

PASSENGERS

HOME PORT

ACCOMMODATION

12

Limassol

2 Double, 2 Twin

*Plus 35% APA. Fuel for day charters in the same city as the home 
port is included in the charter price. For fuel prices in other locations, 

please contact one of our charter experts. 
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AZIMUT
66
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West
Mediterranean

The luxury and glamour found in the Côte d’Azur and breath-taking 
natural wonders located around the mostly untouched Aeolian 
Islands are guaranteed to make your Western Mediterranean yacht 
charter an unforgettable experience.  Don’t forget to pack your most 
glamourous outfits for your days spent shopping at high-end 
boutiques on the French Riviera or exploring the picturesque seaside 
markets of Positano. Be immersed in the Italian and French cultures 
while chartering a luxury yacht in the Western Mediterranean, which 
can take you to the famous St. Tropez  beaches for sun tanning, or the 
Amalfi coast where you can marvel in the culinary offerings. Enjoy one 
of a kind dining experiences at world-class restaurants in Cannes or 
visit  some of Sicily’s ancient vineyards to get a taste of the delectable 
local wine.  Our yacht itineraries offer a variety of options, whether you 
want to spend your days lounging in gold sand or exploring new 
cities, let the Diamantides crew organise an experience that will blend 
modern with old-world charm to guarantee you get the best of both 
worlds during your yacht charter.



SUNSEEKER
64

The Sunseeker 64, named Roslana, is the ideal yacht 
for those seeking a thrilling adventure. Reaching up to 35 
knots, the impressive hull and deck design ensure a 
spectacular soft ride sensation. With a luxurious interior full 
of light and open-air exhilaration provided by the saloon 
roof, your guests are bound to be dazzled. This yacht is 
enhanced with sunbathing cushions, ensuring endless 
hours of sunbathing at the most sought after destinations. 
The Sunseeker 64 can pleasantly accommodate ten guests 
for day charters or four overnight in three extravagant 
cabins, elegantly decorated with your ultimate comfort and 
relaxation in mind. Enjoy the exhilarating experience of 
cruising or just grab a cocktail, put your feet up and marvel 
at the view during this one of a kind yacht charter.

HALF DAY

FULL DAY

OVERNIGHT

WEEKLY

€3,500

€4,000

€4,500

€27,000*

PASSENGERS

HOME PORT

ACCOMMODATION

10

Limassol

2 Double, 1 Twin

*Plus 35% APA. Fuel for day charters in the same city as the home 
port is included in the charter price. For fuel prices in other locations, 

please contact one of our charter experts. 
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The Princess 62, named Calypso Jazz, is designed for 
socializing and is one of the most extraordinarily elegant 
yachts of her size. Available only for day charters, Calypso 
Jazz combines high performance with incredible attention 
to detail. Featuring four immaculate cabins, a galley 
located on the main deck as well as a separate dining area 
and a large and comfortable aft saloon, this Princess 62 
provides guests with the ideal space to entertain. The wide 
beam results in plenty of room in the aft cockpit and the 
flybridge. With comfortable seating areas, a separate 
sunbed as well as a wet bar with a barbeque, this yacht has 
been created to exude an environment that is modern, 
luxurious and elegant, perfect for a holiday getaway.

HALF DAY

FULL DAY

OVERNIGHT

WEEKLY

€4,300

€4,750

N/A

N/A*

PASSENGERS

HOME PORT

ACCOMMODATION

12

Limassol

2 Double, 2 Twin

*Plus 35% APA. Fuel for day charters in the same city as the home 
port is included in the charter price. For fuel prices in other locations, 

please contact one of our charter experts. 
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PRINCESS
62
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Cyprus

Ideally located at the crossroads of three civilizations, Africa, Asia and 
Europe, Cyprus is the perfect destination for those looking to immerse 
themselves in a melting pot of cultures. Known as the birthplace of 
Aphrodite, Cyprus is an unspoilt paradise where you can experience 
the glorious sunshine, crystal clear waters and ancient culture.

Whether you wish to explore the beautiful coastline and traditional 
villages in Limassol, experience the adrenaline inducing water-sports 
activities in Larnaca, escape into the vibrant nightlife of Ayia Napa or 
learn about some of the most significant archaeological sites in 
Paphos, at Diamantides Yachting, we can plan your itinerary so you 
get to savour it all.

With other destinations such as Turkey, Egypt, Lebanon and Greece 
nearby, a Cyprus yacht charter is the perfect opportunity to take 
advantage of its strategic location to expand your itinerary to explore 
even more parts of the world. At Diamantides Yachting, we will ensure 
you get to witness the stunning scenery, exceptional local cuisine and 
all the golden sand beaches Cyprus has to offer.



The Colvic Sunquest 54, named NO NAME, with its 
striking, stable and traditional design is the perfect yacht for 
day charters in Limassol. Whether you are seeking the thrill 
of cruising, or the relaxation of sunbathing on a comfortable 
sunpad, it is all possible when chartering this yacht. 
Celebrate your anniversary with a romantic dinner on the 
teak lined stern with sliding windows that open into the 
spacious living room, surprise your friend with a memorable 
birthday party sipping champagne on the flybridge or treat 
yourself to a day of relaxation on the foredeck, just because. 
Comfortably accommodating ten guests for day charters 
and four for overnight charters, the fully refurbished interior 
will leave you captivated you with its allure, ensuring the 
most glamorous yacht charter experience.

HALF DAY

FULL DAY

OVERNIGHT

WEEKLY

€2,300

€2,700

€3,100

€18,600*

PASSENGERS

HOME PORT

ACCOMMODATION

10

Limassol

2 Double, 1 Twin

*Plus 35% APA. Fuel for day charters in the same city as the home 
port is included in the charter price. For fuel prices in other locations, 

please contact one of our charter experts. 
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COLVIC
SUNQUEST

54



The Azimut 51, named Self Made, with its luxuriously 
large interior, iconic profile and sporty sleek line, 
comfortably accommodates four people for overnight 
charters in three spaciously designed cabins or eight 
people for day charters. With a unique layout on the lower 
level, the Azimut offers a central living area and fully 
equipped galley, which provide guests with the utmost 
comfort and relaxation. The collection of water toys will 
provide guests not only with the thrill of adventure but also 
with fantastic photo opportunities. With all its unique 
features the Azimut 51 isn’t just an icon, its style and 
innovative design make it one of the top performing yachts 
in the industry.

HALF DAY

FULL DAY

OVERNIGHT

WEEKLY

€3,000

€3,500

€5,000

€30,000*

PASSENGERS

HOME PORT

ACCOMMODATION

10

Ayia Napa

2 Double, 1 Twin

*Plus 35% APA. Fuel for day charters in the same city as the home 
port is included in the charter price. For fuel prices in other locations, 

please contact one of our charter experts. 
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AZIMUT
51



The Fairline 48V, named Sunshine, is only available for 
day charters and comfortably accommodates up to eight 
guests. Her beautiful black and grey colored hull is a hint of 
the luxurious interior, which perfectly blends extravagance 
and warmth. With a welcoming al-fresco dining area, other 
main features include a spacious cockpit, sunbathing 
cushions and bimini awning. Spend your days lounging in 
the sunshine at the most beautiful beaches of Cyprus or 
impress your guests with delicious meals prepared in the 
fully equipped open-pan galley, while you relax in the 
ample saloon and dining area.

HALF DAY

FULL DAY

OVERNIGHT

WEEKLY

€2,000

€2,400

N/A

N/A*

PASSENGERS

HOME PORT

ACCOMMODATION

8

Limassol

1 Double, 2 Twin

*Plus 35% APA. Fuel for day charters in the same city as the home 
port is included in the charter price. For fuel prices in other locations, 

please contact one of our charter experts. 
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FAIRLINE
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World
Wide

It is no surprise that the Greek Isles and French Riviera are some of the 
most sought after yacht charter destinations; however, there are so 
many more breath-taking destinations to explore around the world 
and at Diamantides Yachting, we will help you create the ideal 
itinerary for your dream vacation.

If you are seeking the thrill of adventure, the natural beauty and miles 
of deserted beaches of faraway lands are bound to impress you. 
Whether you wish to escape to the vast Indian Ocean to discover the 
beauty of the Maldives, or travel to the enchanted Baltic lands, the 
opportunities are endless.

Marvel at the local sea life on a scuba diving adventure in the 
Bahamas, follow the waves on a surfboard in the South Pacific or be 
immersed in the fascinating history of the Americas. The world is your 
oyster. 

Contact us for riveting yacht charter itineraries that will take you to all 
corners of the globe. Let us help make your globetrotting dreams 
become a reality.    

      



OUR
SERVICES

Our approach has always been client focused, therefore we do not 
issue an additional fee on:

FUEL FOR DAY CHARTERS IN THE AREA OF THE HOME PORT

CREW

SOFT DRINKS AND LIGHT SNACKS

Diamatides Yachting recognises that you might also be
interested in additional services; therefore, we offer the
following upon request:

CATERING

CHEF ONBOARD

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

TRANSFER

PRIVATE JET BOOKINGS

CONCIERGE SERVICES

Diamantides Luxury Yachting acknowledges that during your trip a 
variety of expenses might occur, thus we offer you the option of APA. 

APA stands for Advanced Provisioning Allowance and is a lump sum 
that enables you to cover all your expenses during your yacht charter. 
Therefore, when you fancy additional food and alcohol during your trip 
or internet connection while on board, APA is the best option for you.

17
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Discover below all you need to know about 
APA and how this arrangement works.

What does your APA cover and how is it calculated?

APA covers all charter costs aside of the base charter fee. This could be used for special requests or daily running costs 
such as food & alcohol, fuel, dockage fees, communications, etc. It is calculated as a percentage of your charter fee 
which is usually 30 – 35%.

Where and when do you need to pay it?

APA is due roughly one month before you set sail, at the same time as your final charter payment and is made directly to 
the captain but your charter broker will also provide all bank details needed in advance.

What happens if the APA doesn’t cover all expenses?

In case your expenses exceed the initial payment you can pop up the APA in cash while you are on board. The captain will 
keep you informed during the trip and in case there are any outstanding costs you will have to settle these before you 
disembark. In the opposite case, when you do not use the full APA and some credit remains on the account at the end of 
the charter, the captain will issue a refund which you will receive before you disembark.

Do not hesitate to contact our team for additional information.

WHAT IS
APA



(+357) 25 010 561

info@diamantidesyachting.com

www.diamantidesyachting.com


